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Studies on the interaction between metals and hydrogen have
attracted increasing attention as driven by the need to use hydrogen
as an alternative energy source to relieve greenhouse gas emissions
and the energy crisis.1 Palladium is one of the most attractive metals
utilized in the detection of hydrogen gas due to its highly specific
interaction with hydrogen and deuterium.2 However, although highly
selective, this important interaction has proven to be complex to
understand and, therefore, limits its use in several applications.

The electrochemical response of hydrogen has been studied
extensively on palladium macroelectrodes.3,4 In this case, the
hydrogen atoms are essentially absorbed into the Pd lattice. This
is a so-called “dissolution adsorption mechanism” in which H+ ions
first adsorb onto the Pd surface and are subsequently reduced to
give adsorbed hydrogen (Had). The adsorbed hydrogen atoms finally
diffuse into the bulk Pd such that they lie underneath the first few
atomic layers of Pd atoms forming absorbed hydrogen (Hab).3 Only
a single oxidative redox wave is observed encompassing the
oxidation of both Hab and Had to H+.

Recently, it has been shown that the use of electrodeposited Pd
nanoparticles allows the oxidation of both the Had and Hab to be
deconvoluted5 such that two oxidative waves are observed. This
behavior was attributed to the larger ratio of surface to bulk sites
at these nanoparticles compared to the Pd macroelectrode. However,
in these studies, the size of the nanoparticles was difficult to control,
and they were typically around 100 nm or larger. This caused a
mixed analytical response to be observed, making sensing prob-
lematic.

In the following, we demonstrate the first direct experimental
verification that the electrochemical response of the Pd hydrogen
system can be controlled. Particularly, the analytical response can
be easily tailored in favor of either Had oxidation or Hab oxidation
by nanoscale tuning the coverage of Pd on Au nanoparticles.

The Au/Pd nanostructure is one of the most popular core-shell
examples,6 as the respective lattices of Au and Pd are reasonably
similar and, as such, the interfacial energy between them is kept
low. This means that, when the Pd nanoparticles form in solution,
they are prone to deposit on the Au lattice rather than self-nucleate
in solution. In the present study, Au/Pd core-shell nanoparticles
are achieved by homogeneously depositing Pd nanoparticles onto
Au nanoparticles. This is known as the seeded growth method. The
detailed experimental procedure for samples 1-7 can be found in
the Supporting Information (Table S1).

Figure 1a shows a scheme detailing the fabrication process of
Au/Pd core-shell nanoparticles. Herein, the added Au nanoparticles
actually serve as nucleation centers to allow the subsequent
deposition process of Pd to take place predominantly at the surface
of Au nanoparticles. By delicately decreasing the concentration of
H2PdCl4 in the reaction mixture, the surface coverage of Pd upon
the Au can be effortlessly controlled. Figure 1b gives the X-ray

diffraction (XRD) patterns of samples 1, 2, and 4-7, which
obviously indicate that the peaks of Pd decrease, while those of
Au increase as the H2PdCl4 concentration is lowered. This is due
to the decreased coverage of Pd on the Au nanoparticles as the
amount of Au nanoparticles is kept constant. Typical TEM images
(Figure S2) clearly demonstrate that the thickness of Pd shell, that
is, Pd coverage or surface roughness, gradually declines with
decaying H2PdCl4 concentration. Further evidence of the decline
of Pd coverage was obtained from UV-vis absorption spectra
(Figure S3) and energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis
(Figure S4).

It is interesting to note that weak Pd shoulder peaks are observed
in the XRD patterns of samples 4 and 5, whereas only distinctive
Au peaks are observed in samples 6 and 7. This is the key strategy
of our experimental design as it is envisaged that by decreasing
the volume of H2PdCl4 smaller Pd nanoparticles will deposit on
the surface of Au nanoparticles. However, this makes identification
of the Pd deposit on the Au nanoparticles problematic when using
the TEM images of samples 6 and 7 (Figure S2d and e) because
the black spots on the spherical Au nanoparticles can be identified
as either Pd nanoparticles or as a different crystal plane of Au.

From the HRTEM image of sample 5 in Figure 2a, it is evident
that the nanoparticles with an irregular surface are the Au/Pd core-
shell nanoparticles whereas the nanoparticles with smooth regular
surfaces are Au. Figure 2b shows the HRTEM image of sample 6
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Figure 1. (a) Scheme illustrating the fabrication process of Au/Pd core-
shell nanoparticles at different stages by deliberately decreasing the volume
of H2PdCl4; (b) the X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of samples 1, 2, and
4-7.

Figure 2. High-resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM)
image of (a) sample 5 and (b) sample 6. The scale bar in both images is 5
nm.
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and illustrates that the free assembly part indicated by the white
ellipse can be identified as Pd because it stands on a uniform Au
lattice. Consequently, smaller Pd nanoparticles deposited on Au
are “flat” rather than spherical. This can be tentatively attributed
to the fact that such structures tend to reduce the free energy of
the system and, thus, stabilize the newly synthesized bimetallic
structure.6a The white ellipses shown in the HRTEM image of
sample 7 (Figure S5) indicate the places where Pd has possibly
deposited onto the Au nanoparticles with no free Pd nanoparticles
observed. These results thus show that, by lowering the concentra-
tion of H2PdCl4 in the reaction mixture, the architecture of the Pd
coverage can be manipulated from a complete shell formation
(samples 1-5) to an incomplete shell formation with smaller, well-
dispersed flat Pd nanostructures (samples 6 and 7) upon the Au
nanoparticles.

The interaction of protons with Pd is of significant interest to
electrochemists for both the analytical detection of hydrogen and
its role in hydrogen storage devices. The ability to chemically
manipulate the Pd surface coverage on the Au nanoparticles had a
profound effect on the particles’ electrochemical response to proton
concentration. Figures 3a and b detail the cyclic voltammetric
responses (scan rate) 0.1 V‚s-1) of both the bare Au nanoparticles
and the Au/Pd particles when dispersed on a boron-doped diamond
(BDD) electrode and placed in 1 M H2SO4. Analysis of Figure 3a
reveals that the Au nanoparticles alone show a voltammetric signal
with no appreciable oxidative and reductive redox waves; hence,
any voltammetric response ascribed below can be solely attributed
to the presence of Pd upon the Au. It should be noted that the Pd
loading of all samples on the BDD was kept constant for all of the
experiments, and therefore, any variation in voltammetric behavior
is solely due to the size and surface coverage of Pd on the Au
nanoparticles. In all cases, including sample 7, the response of the
Au/Pd nanoparticles produced well-defined oxidative signals, thus
indicating the presence of Pd in all of the samples.

The response of sample 1 reveals a large increase in the reduction
current as the potential is swept negative in contrast to the bare Au
nanoparticles. This is consistent with reduction of protons on the
Pd layer. Upon reversal of the scan direction, two oxidation waves
are observed, the first as a shoulder at-0.15 V and the second
main peak at+0.05 V. This is analogous to the response obtained
at nanoscale Pd layers5 in which the wave at+0.05 V is ascribed
to the oxidation of Hab and the peak at-0.15 V is oxidation of
Had. Lowering the Pd layer coverage on the Au nanoparticles
(samples 2-4, Figure 3a) produces a decrease in the current
response at+0.05 V with a concomitant increase at-0.15 V. This
trend is further demonstrated by the electrochemical response of
samples 4-7 (Figure 3b). As the Pd coverage is lowered, samples
4-7, the Hab peak at+0.05 V decays further while the Had peak at

-0.15 V becomes predominant. Furthermore, in the control
experiments, bubbling of N2 across the electrode surface during
the voltammetric cycle gave no variation in the signal. This can be
rationalized as follows: lowering of the H2PdCl4 concentration in
the starting solution produces well-dispersed, flat Pd nanoparticles
on the Au (see above). These flat Pd nanoparticles have a large
surface area on which the hydrogen atom can adsorb. As the surface
coverage decreases, the absorption sites are greatly decreased,
allowing the Hadoxidation peak to dominate the cyclic voltammetric
response. This is verified by analyzing the charge ratio associated
with oxidation of adsorbed (Q(Had)) and absorbed hydrogen
(Q(Hab)) with Pd coverage (Figure S6). As the coverage decreases
the charge ratio (Q(Had)/Q(Hab)) is enhanced.

In summary, we have demonstrated that the electrochemical
response of hydrogen at Pd is critically dependent on the size and
structure of the Pd surface. Evidence has been produced showing
that, by manipulating the Pd particle structure to the nanoscale, an
electrochemical signal attributed purely to oxidation of adsorbed
hydrogen atoms can be achieved due to the large ratio of hydrogen
atom adsorption sites compared to the absorption sites. Conversely,
the formation of a Pd shell upon a Au nanoparticle allows the
response to be dominated by absorbed hydrogen atoms due to the
rapid decrease in adsorption to absorption sites. This nanoscale
tuning will have significant implications for both hydrogen sensing
and hydrogen storage applications.
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Figure 3. Cyclic voltammetric response (scan rate) 0.1 V‚s-1) of (a) the
bare Au nanoparticles and samples 1-4 and (b) samples 4-7 of the Au/Pd
particles when dispersed on a boron-doped diamond (BDD) electrode and
placed in 1 M H2SO4. Pd loading for each sample was 0.28µg.
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